WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT ELISSAEUS ( 1 4 1h CENTURY),
A TEACHER OF GEORGIOS GEMISTOS PLETHON
(*CA. 1 3 55 - ţ 1 452)?
VASILE ADRIAN CARABĂ

It is nat the first time in history that an anonymous persan becomes famous.
A notorious case is that of Ammonius Saccas (*ca. 1 80 - ţ ca. 242). A master of
Plotin (*ca. 205 - ţ 270) for eleven years, as well as of Herennius and Origen,
probable the pagan one and nat the Christian writer, Ammonius, deemed from the
very beginning to be the founder of Neoplatonic school, wrote nothing, but his
thought certainly underlies his disciple's Enneades, despite the fact that the three
afore mentioned disciples had sworn never to make their master' s teachings
known, after his death. 1 No one of them would respect the promise later, and
Porphyrios would even consider the thought system of his master Plotin a mere
reiteration of Ammonius' . 2 lt îs nat only my opinion that Ammonius is the mast
famous unknown persan. 3 Elissaeus tao, paradoxically acquires a historical identity
only insofar he had been his disciple' s master for over ten years. He was the master
1

"[ . . . ] µT]biv ixKaAumnv T� 'AµµUN(ou boyµit-rUN" - PORPHYRIUS, Vita Plotini, 3. 25-26.
Eduard ZELLER, "Arnmonius Sakkas und Plotinus", în: Archivfar Geschichte der Phi/osophie, 713
( 1 894), pp. 295-296.
3
On sources see: Hans von ARNIM, "Die Quellen der Ob erlieferung iiber Ammonius Sakkas,"
in: Rheinisches Museum, 7 ( 1 887), 276-287. On this famous unknown professor of both Plotin and
Origen, see the classic, but still very important works: Eduard ZELLER, "Ammonius Sakkas und
Plotinus", în: Archiv far Geschichte der Philosophie, 713 ( 1 894), 295-3 1 2; Fritz HEINEMMAN,
"Ammonios Sakkas und der Ursprung des Neuplatonismus", in: Hermes, Zeitschrifi far k/assische
Philologie, 6 1 ( 1 926), pp. 1-27; H. LANGERBECK, "The Philosophy of Ammonius Saccas and the
Connection of Aristotelian and Christian Elements therein", in: The Journal of He/fenic Studies, 7711
( 1 957), pp. 67-74, on his relationship with Origen at pp. 72-74; J. C. HINDLEY, "Ammonios Sakkas.
His Name and Origin", in: Zeilschrififar Kirchengeschichte, 75 ( 1 964), pp. 332-336; Willy THEILER,
"Ammonius, der Lehrer des Origenes", in: Forschungen zum Neuplatonismus, Berlin, 1 966, pp. 1-45;
Heinrich DbRRIE, "Ammonios, der Lehrer Plotins", in: Hermes, 8314 ( 1 955), pp. 439-477; IDEM,
"Ammonios Sakkas", în: Theologische Rea/enzyklopădie (TRE), voi. II, Berlin-New-York, 1 978,
463-47 1 ; Hans-Rudolf SCHWYZER, Ammonios Sakkas, der Lehrer Plotins, Opladen 1 983; Frederic M.
SCHROEDER, "Ammonius Saccas", în: Aufstieg und Niedergang der rămischen We/t, voi. II. 36. 1 ,
Berlin, 1 987. One might object that Socrates i s the most famous case. Still, Platon does name his
master, as testify the numerous dialogues where he appears as main character, although not all of
them contain his thinking. Plotin, however, like Plethon later, never mentions Ammonios.
2

E tudes Byzantines et Post-Byzantines, VI, p.
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of the Byzantine philosopher and jurist Georgios Gemistos Plethon,4 a prominent
figure of late l 41h , early l 5 1h century, and teacher of the most visible personalities
of the last period in the millennium-old existence of the Eastern Roman Empire,
conventionally called Byzantine today. Moreover, it was Plethon who, in times
marked by a severe social-politica! and ecclesiastical crisis, dared to suggest an
audacious solution, as curious and bizarre as it was revolting for his world, namely:
the return to Greek religion. 5 The Originality for this neo-pagan idea, the urge to
apostasy, was not ascribed to Plethon, however, but the responsible one was
considered his teacher, Elissaeus. 6
In his turn, Elissaeus probably endures anonymously in the works of his
disciple Plethon. His case, however, differs from the afore-mentioned model, as he
exists only because Plethon existed. With the exception of one source, he is not
mentioned anywhere else, at least so far he has not been identified with any 1 4th
century homonym.7 He is even harder to identify, as his name was frequent with Jews
in the respective period. All that is known on Elissaeus is related to the period of
Plethon 's philosophic education, at the court of sultan Murăd I ( 1360-- 1 389), a period
which he does not mention anywhere, as he fail to mention Elissaeus as well. A
common trait with the Plotin-Ammonius relationship. Still, Plethon would have
probably not been the man he was, had he not met Elissaeus. In other words, there
would not exist a Plethon Apostata today.
Unfortunately, all that is known about Elissaeus comes from a single source,
namely Georgios Kurteses Scholarios (*ca. 1 400/05 - ţ 1 472/74), the future patriarch
Gennadios II of Constantinople (ca. 1 454- 1455/56, 1463 and 1 464-1 465). Some do
4

On Plethon' s life and works, see: Fritz SCHULTZE, Georgios Gemistos Plethon und seine
reformatorischen Bestrebungen, Jena, 1 874; Fr. MASAJ, Ptethon el le platonisme de Mistra, Paris, 1 956;
Christopher Montague WOODHOUSE, George Gemistos Plethon. The fast of the Hellenes, Oxford
1 986; Brigitte TAMBRUN, Plerhon. Le retour de Platon, Paris, 2006; Vasile Adrian Carabă, Pletho
Apos/ala. Die Ablehnung des Christentums durch Georgios Gemistos Plethon (ca. 1355-1452) und
dessen Konversion zur griechischen Religion, Giessen, 20 1 0.
5
He states this at the very beginning of his main work, The Book of Laws (Nomoi), which
could be considered as the dogmatic manual of his religion reconstructed on the "ruins" of the defunct
Greek religion. See: Charles ALEXANDRE, Plethon. Traile de lois, ou recueil des fragments, en partie
inedits, de cel ouvrage, Paris, Librairie de Firmin Didot freres, 1 85 8, pp. 1 -2 şi pp. 1 4- 1 5.
6
Georgios SCHOLARIOS, 'EmawAr) Tlj f3aa1Aiaa11 nEpi wv f3if3Aiov wv ft:µwwv, in:
Gennade SCHOLARIOS, (Euvres comp/eres, edition: L. Petit X. A. Siderites - M. Jugie, voi. IV.,
Pari� 1 935, pp. 1 5 1- 1 55.
7
There are also doubts conceming Plethon's period of studying at Murăd's court, which is
considered as a mere invention of Scholarios in his attempt to find the roots of his adversary's apostasy.
Thus Ellisaeus' very existence as a person is questioned. Albrecht Berger considers that "es ist aber nicht
sicher, ob dieser Aufenthalt wirklich stattgefunden hat, denn der einzige Bericht dariiber wurde erst
Jahrzehnte spăter nach seinem Tod verfasst und stammt von Gemistos' erbittertstem Feind Georgios
Scholarios [ . . . ]. Da die Geschichte vom Aufenthalt des Gemistos bei den Unglăubigen von Scholarios
dazu beniitzt wird, den Ursprung seiner hăretischen Ansichten zu erklăren, ist es durchaus moglich,
dass er sie in polemischer Absicht frei erfunden hat - auch wenn man zugeben muss, dass spătere
Werke des Gemistos deutliche Eintliisse der islamischen Philosophie aufweisen"; see: Albrecht
BERGER, "Plethon în Italien", Philhellenische Studien, 1 2 (2006), p. 80.
-
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not credit him, precisely on the grounds of his overt aversion to Georgios
Gemistos; he was the one to bum the Book of Laws, Plethon's masterpiece.
Scholarios provides two pieces of information conceming the Mystras fhilosopher as Georgios Gemistos Plethon is known today due to Frarn;:ois Masai - in a letter
addressed to Theodora Asanina (of Bulgaria, ţ 1 47 1 ),9 the second wife of the
Mystras despot, Demetrius Palaiologos ( 145 1-1460), 10 and written, most likely,
between 1 454 and 1456, and in another Ietter addressed to the exarch Joseph,
8
9

Plethon et le platonisme de Mistra, Paris, 1 956.
The text on Ellisaeus in: SCHOLARIOS, <Euvres completes, pp.

1 52-1 53: "To b[ 1mpaAmov aln:4J
Tii� aTCom:aaia� 'Iovbai� TL� UCTTEQOV EVELQyciamo, <ti E<ţJoLU]UEV w� ELOCrrl 't:Ct 'AQLCTTO't:Et\ou�
E/;f]yEia8m KMW�. "O b[ �v 'APEQO\) TCQOUWXf]KW� x:ai wi� ăM.m� EK flEQUWv x:ai
'AQapwv E/;f]YfJ'llli� Twv 'AQtmoTEAlx:Wv pipAwv, â� 'Joubaim TIQO� n)v oix:Eiav yAwnav
µnrjyayov, Mwaiw� b[ x:ai wv 'Joubaim maTEt!ouatv f] 8QEaKEuoum bt' auTov ilx:tarn Tjv
cpQOV't:Ll;wv. 'Ex:Eivo� au't:4J x:ai Ta TCEQL ZwQocim:QOU x:ai 't:Wv ăM.wv E/;i8E't:O. 'Ex:ELV4J bi]
T4' cpmvoµiv<iJ µ(v 'Iouba[<iJ EMf]VLUTIJ b( clKQLPw�, ou µovov w� btbaaKAA4J TCoAuv
avvWv xQ6vov, aMa x:ai VTifJQETwv Ev oI� i:bn x:ai l;waQx:ovµEvo� vTC EKELV4J' TWV y<'xQ Ta
µciAtarn bvvaµivwv Tjv EV Tij 't:WV paQpaQWV 't:OU't:WV auAij· ' EAtaaai� ovoµa Tjv au't:4J'
Tmouw� amTEAfo8f]. Eha m LQWµEvo� µ(v Aav8civnv, aM ' ouK t'JMvaw, TIQoay6µEvo�
wi� 6µLA11rni� Ta� b61;a� EvamLQELV uTCo wu EVaEpwTawv paatt\iw� TOTE Mavoui]A x:ai
Tii � 0 EKM11aia� aTCrniµcp811 Tii� TCOAEW� 't:OU't:O µ6vov ou KMW� povt\waaµtvwv, OTL
cpnaciµEvm oux: EVEbd/;avw wi� TioMoi� auT6v, ou't:E aTiµw� f] Ei� paQpaQOV
ctTirjAauvov yf]v, OU't: ' ăM.ov nvit 't:QOTCOV 't:TJV µtMovaav aTC ' llU't:OU pAaP11v EKWAuaav.
Tmaurn µ(v w� EV PQllXEi 't:Ct ahta Tii� TIAavri� EKE LV<iJ". Charles Alexandre ignores this
·

information; see: Ch. ALEXANDRE, Ptethon. Traile de lois, p. VI, note 2. Also published in: Sp.
Lambros (ed.), naAawA6yrn:i: Kai nt"Aon:ovvT)aLaKa, voi. II, Athens, 1 924, pp. 19-23.
10
Mystras was not actually a Byzantine town. It had been built as a stronghold by Guillaume II
(Wilhelm or William) Villehardouin (ţ I May 1 278) in 1 249 - thus under the Eastem Latin Empire on top of Mount Mystras. Soon, in 1 262, it was conquered by the Byzantines and tumed into a real
Byzantine fortress. In 1 383 it became the capital ofthe Despotate of the Morea, where the first despot
was Manuel ( 1 349- 1 380), the second son of Emperor John VI Cantacuzene (1 347-1354), succeeded
until the Turkish conquest of 1460 by descendants of Palaiologos dynasty/house: Theodore I ( 1383-1407),
Theodore II ( 1 407-1443), who Plethon wamed in a letter conceming the urgent issues in Peloponnese,
then Constantine Palaiologos, the future Byzantine emperor Constantine XI (despot between 1443-1449,
emperor between 1449-29 May 1453) then his brothers Thomas ( 1428-1460) and Demetrius (de
facto 1436-1438 and 145 1-1460; de jure 1438-145 1 ), under whom the Byzantine despotate outlasted
Constantinople by seven years, until 1460. See: Nicolae !ORGA, Istoria vieţii bizantine, Imperiul şi

civilizaţia după izvoare (Histoire de la Vie Byzantine, Empire et civilisation, d'apres Ies sources)

Romanian translation by Maria Roiban, Bucharest, 1 974, pp. 574--5 82, 585, 587, 595. Also, regarding
the Despotate of the Morea, stil! of interest is the excellent work of Dionysios ZAKYTHINOS, Le
despoiat grec de Moree, voi. I: Histoire politique, Paris, 1932; voi. II: Vie et institutions, Athens,
1 953. Mistra is also the town where Johann Wolfgang Goethe sets one of the Faust scenes. lt is
Faust's marriage, "der Mensch der Gothik" (Wilhelm BLUM, Georgios Gemistos Plethon. Politik,
Philosophie und Rhetorik im spătbyzantinischen Reich (1355-1452), Stuttgart, 1 988, p. 3) to Helena,
embodiment of old Hellada. See: Richard HAUSCHILD, Mistra - Die Faustburg Goethes. Erinnerungen an
eine Griechenlandfahrt, in: Abhandlungen der Săchsischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Leipzig,
Philologisch-historische Klasse, Bd. 54, Heft 4, Berlin 1 963; Gyula MORAVCSIK, "Zur Quellenfrage
der Helenaepisode in Goethes Faust", in: Byzantinisch-neugriechische Jahrbiicher, 8 ( 1 929-1 930),
41-56 and in: IDEM, Studia Byzantina, Amsterdam, 1 967, pp. 428-438.
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written after 1 456. 1 1 Two texts, then, drafted after Plethon's death. It is hard to
assess how widely were these letters known, and to which extent their addressees
circulated the information regarding Elissaeus, so that some of Plethon' s former
disciples could hear of what Scholarios had declared, although the lack of reaction
on their part may support the hypothesis that it did not happen so.
In an attempt to explain to Theodora Asanina the genesis of Plethon's heretical
work Nomoi or The Book ofLaws, which he had received from the addressee of the
letter, as well as the causes of the former' s apostasy, Georgios Scholarios says that
their origin must be found in the period of Plethon's education as a youth, at the
barbarian court. His allegations were based, Scholarios said, on the declarations of
reliable persons who had met Plethon during that period. Regrettably, Scholarios
mentions no name, a fact that arouses further suspicion. The respective persons had
allegedly told him that the one responsible for Plethon' apostasy (KE<j:>âAmov 'rf] c;
anoarn:a(m;) had been a man of Jewish descent, but in fact a pagan ( EKELV4J bt)
'r<fi <j:>mvoµtvcp µE:v 'Iouba(cp EMT]VLG� bi: etKQLl3wc;), named Elissaeus, who
had inspired to him anti-Christian ideas, opposed to the teachings of the Church
Fathers. 1 2 Elissaeus allegedly was an adherent of Averroes' (lbn Rusd; * 1 126 - ţ 1 198)
method of interpretation of Aristotle and thus, a co-disciple with other Persian and
Arabian exegetes of the Stagyrites' writings, whose commentaries "the Jews
translated in their mother tongue". 1 3 Elissaeus was also believed to be the one to
introduce Plethon to the thinking of Zoroaster and others ( 7tEQL ZwQoaa'rQOV Kai.
'rWV ăMwv). 1 4 On the other hand, Gemistos allegedly sought Elissaeus' company
for material reasons as well, because this non-Mosaic Jew was highly influential at
the barbarian court ('rWV l3aQl3aQWV ... auAÎj). He had supposedly provided his
disciple with financial support. This Elissaeus had laid the foundation of Georgios
Gemistos' apostasy, and made Plethon become the man he was. After his return to
Constantinople, because of the nonconformity of his conceptions, Plethon entered
into conflict with the ecclesiastical authorities, which led to his expelling from the
empire' s capital and his exile to Mystras at the order of Emperor Manuel II
Palaiologos (* 1 350 - ţ 1 425; emperor 1 39 1 - 1 425). 1 5
11

nEpi TOV {3tf3A.iov TOV fEµtcJTOV, 1rni Ka'ra i-fJc; 'EA.A.T/VLKrJ<; noA.vedac;, în: Gennade
SCHOLARIOS, <Euvres completes, ediţia: L. Petit - X. A. Siderites - M. Jugie, voi. IV., Paris, 1 935,
pp. 1 55-1 72. Also published in Ch. ALEXANDRE, Plethon. Traile de lois, pp. 4 1 2-44 1 . The text of
Alexandre's edition was reproduced by Jacques Paul MIGNE, Patrologiae cursus completus (MPG), voi. 1 60,
col. 633-648. ZAKYTIHNOS, Le despoiat grec de Maree, voi. II, pp. 365-367; Fram;:ois MASAI , Ptethon et le
platonisme de Mistra, Paris, 1 956, p. 393; WOODHOUSE, George Gemistos Plethon . .. , pp. 3 57-359.
12
SCHOLARIOS, voi. 4, p. 1 53 .
13
SCHOLARIOS, voi. 4 , p . 1 53 .
14
SCHOLARIOS, voi. 4 , p. 1 53; Milton V . Anastos thinks that "The phrase, 'Zoroaster and the others,'
is to be understood as 'Zoroaster and the rest of the pagans,' or 'Zoroaster and the Aristotelian
commentators"; see: Milton V. ANASTOS, "Pletho's Calendar and Liturgy", in: Dumbarton Oaks Papers, 4
( 1 948), r· 278.
I SCHOLARIOS, voi. 4, p. 1 53 .
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The second letter reiterates some of the assertions conceming the same
person, contained in the letter to Theodora Asanina, and completes the information
with the matter of Elissaeus' death. He met his end by fire ( 7WQi. u'jv n:M:u-rTiv
EVQE'W), that is being bumt at stake, the same as had allegedly happened to
Zoroaster himself, 16 to whose the mysteries he had introduced Plethon. By this,
Scholarios attempts to convince the letter's addressee that Plethon knew nothing
about Zoroaster prior to encountering Elissaeus.
Such accounts could hardly suffice to render a person's figure. Therefore,
there has been much speculation on this issue, in the attempt to reconstruct the
events as closely to reality as possible, to place Plethon' s master in a philosophical
trend, in order to comprehend the contents of his thinking and to solve the mystery
surrounding him.
lt has been rightly asked why Georgios Gemistos chose to go to Murăd I's
court? As for other matters conceming his life, the answer can be provided only
intuitively.
Georgios Gemistos, of Constantinopolitan origin 1 7 was a descendant of
Gemistos family, recorded as early as l 31h century, thus of illustrious lineage, even
more so in the case of the �ossible confirmation of the hypothesis that Demetrios
Gemistos, living in late 141 - early 1 51h century, a prothonotary of Saint Sophia
and author of liturgical texts, 1 8 was a close relative or even his father. To the
astonishment of both his contemporaries, and even today' s historians, he decided to
complete his philosophical training elsewhere than his hometown, where he had
certainly been initiated in this sense. We may safely assume that he undertook all
stages of Byzantine education: trivium (grammar, logic and rhetoric) and
quadrivium (arithmetic, astronomy, geometry and music), where, through the
mediation of medieval copyists, he could approach classical Greek literature. 1 9 We
may also assume that he studied theology - the final purpose of any higher
education în Byzantium, and the discipline that had outstripped the philosophy of
ancient pagan schools. We cannot rule out the hypothesis that no philosopher in
Constantinople matched Plethon's expectations; there were, however, great
professors of theology and philosophy. One of them was Demetrios Kydones (*ca.
16 "[ •

• • ] Tolrt:ov EyvWQLO'E aut 11Q6a8EV i]yvoî]µivov 6 "Ccfl boKEiv µi:v 'Ioubaio;, 110Au8nx;
bi: 'EAlaaaioc; 4J µiya bvvaµEV4J "CO"CE naQa Tij "CWV �aQ�ltQWV avAiJ naQWLWV TI]v
nmQiba <j>vywv, tva "Ca KaAa naQ' EKEivou µa8i;ic; btbayµarn· "COLouwc; bi: wv, 11uQi TI]v
HAE U"CÎJV EVQEW, Ka8a bi]nov Kal 6 u µi"CEQOc; ZWQOCTU"CQT]c;"; in: SCHOLARIOS, voi. 4, p. 1 62.
17
Bessarion ( * 1403 - t 1472), bishop of Nicaea, later cardinal in the Roman-catholic Church

after the council of Ferrara-Florence ( 1 438/39), dubbs "Constantinopolitanus" his teacher Gemistos
Plethon, in his work De natura et arte and in the titles of its manuscripts, as well as în subsequent tradition,
he is called "the Byzantine" (I1Atj8wvoc; wv Bvl;av"Ciov ), which confirms Bessarion's assertion;
Charles ALEXANDRE, Plethon. Traite de lois, p. V, n. I .
18
MASAI, Ptethon et le platonisme de Mistra, p. 53; Masai provides a !ist of the persons known
by the name of Gemistos, up to the l 5 1h century.
19
MASAI, Plethon et le platonisme de Mistra, p. 55.
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1 323 - ţ ca. 1400), one of the most important translators of Latin writings ioto
Greek, especially Thomas Aquinas, 20 who is (yet inconclusively) assumed to have
been Plethon's professor. 2 1 For this reason, young Georgios left for the court of
Murăd I, (assumed to be the one in Adrianople), precisely in order to find the
master under whose guidance he could perfect his philosophical education. 22
On the other hand, it is comrnon knowledge that Murăd I, the actual founder
of the Ottoman Empire, was ardently interested in culture, a Maecenas of sciences
and arts. This passion for knowledge had lent him great openness towards scholars.
More than anywhere else, they enjoyed a great freedom of thought and expression.
Very soon, then, his Adrianople court became the meeting point of many scholars
coming from every corner of the world, who themselves exerted a powerful
attraction on the outer world, an attraction hard to resist by a person like Plethon.
lt was a world of contrasts, for it brought together Christians, Jews, Muslims, and
even pagans. lt evinced a tolerance not known even to the Byzantines, for all their
proverbial openness to culture. Murăd's court reminded ofthe times of Abbasid caliphs
al-Manşur (754-775) and Hărun [Aaron] ar-Rasîd (786-805) who promoted the
compilation and translation of writings, or the times of caliph al-Ma'mun (8 1 3833), who, in 832, assisted by Yal:iyă ibn Măsawayh (ţ 857) and then by the
Nestorian I:Iunayn ibn lsl:iăq (*809/ 1 0 - ţ 876),23 transformed his court ioto a
20

See: Michael RACKL, "Demetrios Kydones als Verteidiger und Ubersetzer des HI. Thomas
von Aquin", in: Der Katholik, 1 5 ( 1 9 1 5), pp. 2 1 -40; Martin JUGIE, "Demetrios Kydones et la theologie
latine a Byzance", in: Echos d'Orient, 27 ( 1 928), pp. 3 85-402; Stylianos G. PAPADOPOULOS, 'Thomas in
Byzanz. Thomas-Rezeption und Thomas-Kritik in Byzanz zwischen 1 354 und 1 435", in: Theologie
und Philosophie, 49, Heft 1 /3, ( 1 974), pp. 274-304; Vasile Adrian CARABĂ, "Pătrunderea literaturii
teologico-filosotice apusene în B izanţul Paleologilor ( 1 26 1 - 1 45 3)", in: Teologie şi Viaţă, 1 1 / 1 -7
(200 1 ), pp. 1 83-20 1 ; Judith R. Ryder, The Career and Writings of Demetrius Kydones. A Study of
Fourteenth-Century Byzantine Politics, Religion and Society, Brill: Leiden-Boston, 20 1 0.
21
One of the supporters of this theory is Wilhelm Blum (Georgios Gemistos Plethon. Politik,
Philosophie und Rhetorik im spătbyzantinischen Reich (1355-1452), Stuttgart, 1 988, p. I ), largely based on
Franz Tinnefeld's hypothesis in the introduction to the Letters of D. Kydones translated by the former in
German (Demetrios Kydones, Briefe, ilbersetzt und erlăutert von Franz Tinnefeld, Bd. I, I , (Bibliothek der
griechischen Literatur 1 2), Stuttgart, 1 98 1 , p. 46). He identities the philosopher Georgios, the addresse of the
tirst letter of the afore mentioned edition, with Georgios Gemistos Plethon. White Franz Tinnefeld merely
proposes a hypothesis, Wilhelm Blum considers it a fact, without providing, in my opinion, the necessary
further arguments (Wilhelm B LUM, "Das Leben und die Schriften Plethons", in: Wilhelm BLUM und Walter
SEITIER (ed.), Georgios Gemistos Plethon (1355-1452). Reformpolitiker. Philosoph, Verehrer der a/ten
Gotter, (TUMULT - Schriften zur Verkehrswissenschaft, 29), pp. 35-43, here p. 37). However, the issue is
not a new one; the idea of a period of intellectual formation at the side of Demetrios Kydones is also
supported by J. P. MAMALAKIS, frwpyw<; frµwTo<;-ITA.fJ8av, Athens, 1 939, pp. 43-45. For references on
this issue, see: John A. DEMETRACOPOULOS, "Georgios Gennadios II Scholarios' Florilegium Thomisticum.
His Early Abridgment of Various Chapters and Questiones of Thomas Aquinas' Summae and His anti
Plethonism", in: Recherches de theologie et philosophie medievales, 691 I (2002), p. 1 68, n. 2.
22
Gennade SCHOLARIOS, ITEpi wv {3if3Aiov wv fEµwwv, Kai KaTa TTJ<; 'EAA17v1Kfi<;
noAv8Eia<;, p. 1 62.
23
Anton BAUMSTARK, Geschichte der syrischen Literatur mit Ausschluj3 der christlich-palăstinischen
Texte, Bonn 1 922. (Repr. Walter de Gruyter: Berlin 1 968), pp. 227-230; Georg GRAF, Geschichte der
christlichen arabischen Literatur II. Die Schriftsteller bis zur Mitte des 1 5. Jahrhunderts (Studi e
-
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genuine "house of wisdom" (dăr al-l:iikma),24 where appeared a theological and
philosophical terminology peculiar to Arabian language, and where most of
Aristotle's propaedeutic works as well as the most important comrnentaries on them,
written by Alexander of Aphrodisias (2"d_ 3r<1 centuries), Porphyrios (*ca. 234 - ţ early
4th century), Themistius (*ca. 3 1 7 - ţ after 388), Symplicius (61h century), John
Philoponus (*ca. 490 - ţ ca. 570), were translated into Arabian for the first time. 25
Here, in Adrianople, in such an intellectual atmosphere, Plethon met Elissaeus.
And, like Plotin when he heard Amrnonius Sakkas for the first time, we may
imagine Plethon exclaiming: "rnurnv Ei'.:;,tjrnuv !"26
But which could be Elissaeus' position among these scholars? To establish it,
attempts have been made to identify him in the context of Murăd 's epoch. Franz
Delitzsch (* 1 8 1 3 - ţ 1890), the well-known Evangelic theologian, an Old Testament
expert, assumed that the author of Codex Marcianus Graecus 7, also known as
Graecus Venetus - which had once belonged to Gemistos' disciple Bessarion - was
no other than Plethon's Jewish master. 27 This codex contains Old Testament texts
in Neo-Greek translation, Hebraic texts in Attic translations and Aramaic texts in
Doric dialect translations. This opinion is not shared by many biblica! scholars. The
Italian cardinal Giovanni Mercati (* 1 866 - ţ 1 957) is the most prominent supporter
of the theory according to which the translator of the texts in the afore mentioned
codex was a bishop of Gerace in Calabria, 1 348-66. 28
Testi 1 33) Biblioteca apostolica Vaticana: Cittâ del Vaticano 1 947/the same 1 960, 1 964 and 1 975.
Repr. Akademische Druck- u. Verlagsanstalt: Graz 1 960, pp. 1 22- 1 32.
24 Aziz S[uryal] ATIYA, A History ofEastern Christianity, Methuen & Co.: London 1968/University
ofNotre Dame Press: Notre Dame 1968 (Repr. Kraus Repr. Millwood, N.Y. 2 1980. Repr. eb. 1 99 1 ), p. 270.
25 On the translation o f Greek thinkers' works into Arabian, see: De Lacy O'LEARY, How Greek
Science Passed to the Arabs, London, 1 949; Moritz STEINSCHNEIDER, Die Arabischen Obersetzungen
aus dem Griechischen, Graz, 1 960; R. WALZER, Greek into Arabic: Essays on Islamic philosophy,
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1 962; Abdarrahman BADA\\11, La transmission de la
philosophie grecque au monde arabe, Paris 1 968; S. PINES, Studies in Arabic Versions of Greek Texts,
Jerusalem: Hebrew University and Brill, 1 986; Y. SHAYEGAN, "The Transmission ofGreek Philosophy into
the Islamic World", in: S.H. NASR und O. LEAMAN (ed.), History of Islamic Philosophy, London:
Routledge, 1 996, cap. 6, pp. 98-1 04. Dimitri Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Cu/ture. The Graeco
Arabic Translation Movement in Baghdad and Early Abbiisid Society (rd_4th;8'h-JO'h centuries)
Routledge, 1 998. A very recent book is Sylvain GouGUENHEIM, Aristate au mont Saint-Michel: Les
racines grecques de I 'Europe chretienne, Paris, 2008. The author minimizes the importance of
Islamic culture's influence on Western Europe, but emphasizes the role of mediators of Greek culture
within the Islamic area of the Christians in Middle East.
26 PORPHYRIUS, Vita Plotini, 3. 1 3; PORPHIRIOS, Viaţa lui P/otin, Romanian translation by Adelina
Piatkowski, Cristian Bădiliţă and Cristian Gaşpar, laşi, 1 998, p. 1 25 . See translator's note no. 27.
27 Graecus Venetus. Pentateuchi, Proverbiorum, Ruth, Cantici, Ecclesiastae, Threnorum,
Danielis versio Graeca. Ex unico bibliothecae S. Marei Ventae codice nune primum uno volumine
comprehensam atque apparatu critico et philologico instructam edidit O. G. (O. Gebhardt). Praefatus
est Fr. Delitzsch, Leipzig, 1 875, X-XV. This hypothesis was adopted by Karl KRUMBACHER, Geschichte
der byzantinischen Litteratur von Justinian bis zum Ende des ostrămischen Reiches, Milnchen, 1 897,
p. 1 25. It is known that a great part of the corpus of manuscripts of Biblioteca Marciana belonged to
cardinal Bessarion, Plethon's disciple. This manuscript, too, was owned by Bessarion, which could
support Delitzsch's theory; see: Kenneth M. SETTON, "The Byzantine Background to the Italian
Renaissance", in: Proceedings ofthe American Philosophical Society, I 00/1 ( 1956), pp. 1-76, here p. 5 1 .
28
G. MERCATI, Se la versione dai/ 'Ebraico de/ codice veneto greco Vil sia di Simone
Atumano, Rom 1 9 1 6, pp. 9-25, especially pp. 1 6- 1 7; also see: Giorgio FEDALTO, Simone Atumano
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Another difficulty is related to the philosophical system to which Elissaeus
rnight have belonged. The German Orientalist Franz Taeschner considers that the
thought system of Plethon's teacher, the main responsible for the disciple's anti
ecclesiastic and anti-clerical ideas, must to some extent be related to the times'
free-thinking trends ("mit den freigeistigen Stromungen"), 29 probably, with the
Futuwwa brotherhoods30 or the Bektashi - Dervîsh (Darvîsh) confraternities. 3 1 If
Elissaeus indeed belonged to one of the respective groups, Plethon must have
known the Islam in a heretical forrn. Whether heretical or not, Plethon supposedly
knew the Islam, and a proof to this would be the interest shown by the Muslim
world in Georgios Gemistos' works, some of which were translated into Arabian,
shortly after their author's death, thus after the demise of Constantinople and under
the Ottoman sultan Mehmet II (el-Fiitib - the Conqueror - 145 1-148 1 ). Taeschner
is the first Occidental researcher to draw the attention of the scientific community
on the Arabian manuscript containing part of Plethon's masterpiece Nomoi,
discovered at the dawn of the 201h century by the Egyptian scholar Ahmed Zeki
Pacha in the library of Topkapi Serails in Istanbul/Constantinople. 32
Frarn;:ois Masai deems it much more likely that Elissaeus had introduced
Plethon to a type of Judaic philosophy, such as the Cabbalistic one. In his opinion,
Franz Taeschner forgets that Elissaeus was not a Muslim, but a Jew. 33 Thus, the

monaco di studio, arcivescovo latino di Tebe, seco/o XIV, Brescia 1 968; IDEM, "Per una biografia di
Simone Atumano", in: Aevum, 40 ( 1 966), pp. 445--467; IDEM, "Simone Atumano, ein kaum bekannter
Humanist", în: Der Beitrag der Byzantinischen Gelehrten zur abendlăndischen Renaissance des 14.
und 15. Jahrhunderts published by Evangelos KONSTANTINOU (Philhellenische Studien 1 2), Frankfurt,
2006, 57--68 especially p. 62 and the next. Simon Atumano was horn in 1 3 1 O în Constantinople and
became a monk în Studios Monastery. He knew Varlaam of Calabria personally and shared his views,
as proves his conversion to Catholicism. His name Atumanos or Atumano, as it is more frequently
mentioned in the specialized literature, derives from the Greek term "ottoman", which pleads în favor
of his Greek-Turkish origin.
29
Franz TAESCHNER, "Georgios Gemistos Plethon, ein Vermittler zwischen Morgenland und
Abendland zu Beginn der Renaissance", în: Byzantinisch-neugriechische Jahrbiicher, 8 ( 1 93 1 ), p I 09.
3° Franz TAESCHNER, "Georgios Gemistos Plethon. Ein Beitrag zur Frage der Ubertragung von
islamischem Geistesgut nach dem Abendlande'', in: Der Islam, 1 8 ( 1 929) 236--240, especially pp. 236
şi 239. By the same author: "Eine Schrift des S ihăbaddîn Suhrawardî iiber die Futiiwa'', in: Oriens,
1 5, ( 1 962), pp. 277-280.
31
TAESCHNER, "Georgios Gemistos Plethon, ein Vermittler„ . ", p. 1 06. The Dervish practice
Sufism and aspire towards illumination and wisdom by means oftemporary withdrawal from the world. On
these Muslim confratemities, see: A. Le CHATELIER, Les confreries musulmanes du Hedjaz, Paris, 1 887;
lgnaz GOLDZIHER, Vor/esungen iiber den Islam, Heidelberg: Carl Winter's Universitătsbuchhandlung,
1 9 1 O; P. J. ANDRE, Contribution a / 'etude des confreries religieuses musulmanes, Paris, 1 956. A. POPOVIC
şi G. VEINSTEIN (ed.), Les ordres mystiques dans / 'Islam. Cheminements et situation actuelle, Paris, 1 985.
3 2 TAESCHNER, "Georgios Gemistos Plethon, ein Vermittler. . . ", p. 1 1 1 . For further information,
see: Jean NICOLET et Michel TARDIEU, "Pletho Arabicus. ldentification et contenu du manuscrit arabe
d'lstanbul, Topkapi Serai, Ahmet III 1 896", in Journal asiatique, 268 ( 1 980), pp. 35-57.
33
"M[onsieur] Taeschner paraît negliger un peu qu' E lisee n'etait pas musulman, mais juif, et
qu'il serait donc plus indique de se demander s'il n'a pas initie Plethon â des doctrines professees par
ses coreligionnaires, â la Kabbale en particulier, pluto! qu'â celles d'une secte turque", MASAI, Plethon
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French scholar excludes the idea of Islamic influence, invoking the hypothesis of
the American Greek scholar Milton V. Anastos, who harshly criticizes Taeschener's
arguments. 34 To support the idea of a Judaic influence through Elissaeus, Solomon
Gandz raises the issue of Plethon' s knowledge of Judaic astronomy, considering
that the Mystras philosopher might have been guided in his studies by the Maimonides'
classical treatise "Sanctification of the New Moon", part of the third book of his
cade Mishneh Torah. 3 5
An excerpt in Scholarios' letter to Thedora Asanina: "But [Elissaeus] was fond
of Averroes and other Persian and Arabian exegetes of Aristotle's books, which the
Jews translated into their mother tongue"36 led Michel Tardieu to another theory,
which reinforces the idea of the influence of Islamic thinking on Plethon, this time
nat from a theological, but from a philosophical perspective. Elissaeus actually was
an adherent ofjalsafa. 37 Many of the Jews who had come to Murăd's court concemed
themselves, as once did their co-religionaries such as Moses Maimonides (Mose
ben Maimăn, in Arabian Musa ibn Maimiin, * 1 1 3 8 - ţ 1 204) or Joseph ben Judah ibn
'Aknin (*ca. 1 1 50 - ţ 1 220)38 , with the translation of Arabian philosophical texts in
Hebrew language - a fact confirmed by Scholarios3 9 - which they then translated into
Latin. The philosophy school to which Elissaeus allegedly belonged was the one
founded in the l th century by Sihăb ad-Din Suhrawardî (*ca. 1 1 55 - ţ 1 19 1), and
centred on the mystique of light, a school "whose influence in the Orient could be best
compared to the philosophy of lbn Sînas (Avicennas)".40 Suhrawardî, alsa known in
the Iranian tradition as sayb a/-!Srăq or a doctor of /srăq (the philosophy of illumination),
who, for his philosophical and theological convictions, considered by Sunnite
jurists in Aleppo to be a heresy and harmful for the Islam, paid it with his life, being
dubbed al-maqtiil (the killed one),4 1 "revitalisait l'avicennisme par le theologies censees

el le platonisme de Mistra, p. 57. The same opinion has Efraim Wust, "Elisha the Greek-A Physician
and Philosopher at the Beginning of the Ottoman Period", in: Pe 'amim, 4 1 ( 1 989), 49--57 (în Hebrew).
34
ANASTOS, "Pletho's Calendar and Liturgy", p. 279.
35 Solomon GANDZ, "The Calendar-Reform of Pletho (c. 1 355 - c. 1 450): Its Significance and
Its Place în the History of the Calendar", în: Osiris, 9 ( 1 950), p. 20 1 .
36 "O bE f]v 'A13EQ01:J 1IQOOWXTJKWc; Kai wic; ăMOLc; EK TIEQOWv Kai 'AQal3wv
it;T]YT]'t:aic; Twv 'AQtaTOTEAlKwv 13[13Awv, âc; 'IovbaiOL 1IQ<'>c; TÎ]V oiKELaV yAwnav
µETtjyayov"; SCHOLARIOS, voi. 4, p. 1 53 .

3 7 Falsa/a î s the Arabized form o f the term philosophia; M . TARDIEU, "Plethon lecteur des
Oracles", în Metis, 2 ( 1 987), pp. 1 4 1 - 1 64, here pp. 1 44- 1 45 .
38
S. D. GOITEIN, Jews and Arabs, their Contacts through the Ages, Schocken, N. Y. 1 955, pp.
1 78-79; Colette SIRAT, A History of Jewish Philosophy in the Middle Ages, Cambridge University
Press, 1 990, pp. 207-8.
39
SCHOLARIOS, voi. 4, p. 1 53 .
40 Michael STAUSBERG, Faszination Zarathushtra. Zoroaster und die Europăische
Religionsgeschichte der Friihen Neuzeit, Berlin-New York, 1 998, p. 40.
41
The ayyubid leader of Aleppo, al-Malik az-Zahir ( 1 1 86- 1 2 1 6), although he was interested în
Sufi theological stream he was convinced în the end by the Islamic judges from Aleppo, supported by
his father Saladin (ŞalăJ:i ad-Din, t 1 1 93), that Suhrawardî would represent a real danger for the
Sunnite Islam. For this reason, Suhrawardî was arrested and put în prison, where he died on 29 July
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etre preplatoniciennes: Hermes e t surtout Zoroastre"42 • lt i s in fact a syncretistic
system, integrating elements of Zoroastrian, Hermetist, Pitagoreic and Platonic
thought,4 3 which made the French researcher Henry Corbin assert that Plethon's
contact with Zoroastrism occurred at the Turkish sultan's court, during a period
when the Suhrawardî school, of the illuminates (Jfriiqfyiln ),44 was very active,
because "la conjonction entre Platon et Zoroastre qui, en Occident, s'etablira, a
l'aube de la Renaissance, chez le philosophe byzantin Gemiste Plethon, est ainsi
deja le fait caracteristique de la philosophie iranienne au Xlr siecle". 45 Hermes is
considered to be the founder of this philosophy, while Zoroaster the one to herald
"the reign of light" to the world. 46 This would make Elissaeus a Suhrawardî-an.
To Suhrawardî, the illuminates' teaching is nothing but a nuanced form of the
one represented by the old Persian scholars, whom he distinguishes from the fake
ones, formally named by the people magi (magus) and who are, in fact, the adherents
of a radical dualism. The genuine Persian scholars of Suhrawardî (al-Magus al
aşlfya) do not preach dualism. Zoroaster is one of them; he postulates a sole
princip le both for darkness and light, 47 which with Plethon is equated with the One
in Neo-Platonic philosophy. lt was the school of Suhrawardî that reunited the two
traditions (Zoroastrian and Chaldaean), considering the Chaldaean Oracles as
product of the magi, disciples of Zoroaster. This idea was resumed by Georgios
Gernistos Plethon in his commentary to his own edition of these oracles, which he
had suggestively entitled: MaytKa A.6yw TWV ana Zwp6aaTpov µaywv .48 Thus,
1 1 9 1 . See: Wolfgang Gtinter LERCH, Denker des Propheten. Die Philosophie des Islam, Dtisseldorf,
2000, pp. 1 0 1 - 1 02.
42 TARDIEU, "Plethon lecteur des Oracles", p. 1 45.
43 "Hermes, Zoroastre, Platon, trois grandes figures qui dominent l'horizon des /Srăqiyiin, Ies
« platoniciens des Perse » issus de Suhrawardf' - Henry CORBIN, En Islam iranien. Aspects spirituels
et philosophiques, Tome II, Sohrawardî Ies Platoniciens de Perse, Editions Gallimard, 1 97 1 , p. 25;
see IDEM, Histoire de la phi/osophie islamique, Edition Gallimard, 1 986, 2002, pp. 285-290; also the
chapter on Islamic philosophy written by Henry CORBIN in: Brice PARAIN (ed.), Histoire de laphi/osophie I,
voi. 2, Edition Gallimard, 1 969/2001 (reprint), pp. I 048- 1 1 97, here pp. 1 1 68-1 1 70. Henri Corbin is also
the translator in French of Suhrawarcfi's main work, entitled: Kităb Hikmat al-Ifrăq - Le livre de la
sagesse orientale, Gallimard. Edition Verdier, Paris, 1 986.
44
"L'adjectif ishrăqî qualifie )'auroral, I' oriental, ce qui revet la splendeur de matin, l'astre a
son lever. Ishrăqî-namăz, c'est la priere du matin, « l 'heure de Prime » parmi nos heures canoniales.
La doctrine ishrăqî, c'est theosophia matutina. Les /Srăqîyiin, ce sont tous Ies penseurs et spirituels
qui professent cette doctrine" - CORBIN, En Islam iranien . .. , p. 9.
45
CORBIN, Histoire de la philosophie islamique, pp. 285-286 and 346.
46
TARDIEU, "Plethon lecteur des Oracles", pp. 1 47-148.
47 CORBIN, En Islam iranien, pp. 30-3 1 .
48
Plethon has three writings o f [pseudo]Zoroastrian character: the afore mentioned edition of
Chaldaean oracles (MayiKa i\6yia TWV arro ZwpoaaTpov µâywv), taken from Mihail Psellos
(Konstantinos Psellos, *ca. 1 0 1 8 - t 1 0781 1 08 1 or 1 096/7; MPG, 1 22, 1 1 1 5 a-1 1 22 b.; Greek text and
French translation by Edouard Des PLACES, S. J., Oracles Chaldaiques. A vec un choix de commentaires
anciennes, Paris, 3 1 99 1 , pp. 1 62-1 86) and altered by Plethon according to his own convictions, a commentary,
an exegesis on them (nilq8wvoc; 'EE,qyT)aLc; Eic; Ta avTa J16yia) and a brief explanation of the
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to Plethon Magica Logia "ne sont pas des oracles «Magiques» au sens ordinaire du
mat, mais des oracles «dans la tradition des mages», c'est-a-dire des oracles
zoroastriens". 49
This view on magi with Suhrawardî could explain the reason why Plethon
considers the Chaldaean oracles as belonging to the Zoroastrian tradition. In this
sense, Georgios Scholarios is partially right in asserting that Plethon had learned
much about this "Zoroastrian" tradition at the barbarian court, from Elissaeus.
Partially, because Scholarios was certainly familiar with this oracular tradition,
much tao popular in Byzantium due to Psellos' edition and commentary. 50 On the
other hand, it is nat known to which extent this confusion between Zoroastrism and
the Chaldaean oracles, persisting with Plethon and considered by Michel Tardieu to
he of suhrawardîan origin, was known prior to 1 41h century to the Byzantine world,
or to which extent Byzantium related the Chaldaean oracles to the tradition of the
(pseudo )magi, disciples of Zoroaster. So far, there is no proof to this. However,
Plethon is faithful to the ancient tradition that considered as real the connection
between Platon and Zoroaster, which the same tradition saw as very close. 5 1
unclear assertions of these oracles (Bpax(ia rn; 61aaa<f>ryaic; rlilv iv wîc; Aoyio1c; wvw1c;
ciaa<f>wri:pwc; Aqoµi:vwv). Plethon's commentaiy on the oracles can be found in J. OPSOPOEUS,
Oracula magica Zoroastris cum scholiis Plethonis el Pselli nune primum edili, with Sibyllina
Oracula, Paris, 1 599, pp. 1 6--5 1 . On the manuscripts of Plethon's edition of Chaldaean Oracles, as well as
his commentaiy, accompanied by his brief explanation - Greek text and French translation, see: Oracles
chaldaiques. Recension de Georges Gemiste Ptethon. Edition critique avec introduction, traduction et
commentaire par Brigine TAMBRUN-KRASKER. La recension arabe des Magika logia par Michel
TARDIEU (Corpus Philosophorum Medii Aevi, Philosophi Byzantini 7), The Academy of Athens:
Athens I Librairie J. Vrin: Paris/ Editions Ousia: Bruxelles, 1 995, xxxi-lxxviii. This work of Mrs. Brigitte
Tambrun-Krasker is the most exhaustive research so far in this matter. She dwells further on Plethon's
pseudo-Zoroastrism in her recent work: Ptethon. Le retour de Platon, Paris, 2006. There is an old German
translation of Plethon's edition o f the oracles, as well as his commentaiy, provided by SCHEIBLE, Das
Kloster IIl/9-1 2, pp. 3 86--394, in: Christoph WAGNER, Faust 's Famulus; Don Juan Tenorie von

Sevilla; die Schwarzkiinstler verschiedener Nationen und die Beschwărer von Hălle und Himmel und
Reichtum, Macht, Weisheit und des Leibes Lust. A new translation into German of these three works
by Plethon appears in my Ph.D. thesis defended on 1 1 July 2008 at Orientalisches Institut of Martin
Luther-Universităt Halle-Winenberg and entitled: Die Ablehnung des Christentum durch Georgios
Gemistos Plethon und dessen Konversion zur griechischen Religion, pp. 1 28- 1 35 . The translation was
proofread by Pro( Hermann Goltz within the Ph.D. students seminar ofKonfessionskunde der Orthodoxen
Kirchen, the Faculty of Evangelic Theology of the afore mentioned UniveIBity. For the brief explanation
(Bpaxâa ... ) in Vaticanus Graecus, there is an edition ofBohdan KIESZKOWSKI, Studi sulplatonismo de!
Rinascimento in Italia, Florence, 1 936, pp. 1 6 1 - 1 63 . Kieszkowski also provides a Latin translation by
Francesco Patriz(z)i da Cherso (Franciscus Patricius/Francesco Petris, 1 529- 1 597).
49 TARDIEU, "Plethon lecteur des Oracles", p. 1 47.
so
Tofi [. . . ] 1JIEAAofi tKew1c; KE<f>aAmwDryc; KaÎ awwµoc; TWV napii: XaADaiotc; 6oyµarwv,
in: MPG, 1 22, 1 1 49 C-1 1 53 B and Edouard Des PLACES, Oracles Chaldaiques, Paris, ( 1 97 1 , 1 989)
1 996, Pfi- 1 89- 1 9 1 .
1
On this ancient tradition, see: Werner JAEGER, Aristoteles, Gnmdlegung einer Geschichte seiner
Entwicklung, Berlin, 1 923, pp. 1 34- 1 37 and in the English translation, Aristotle, Fundamentals of the
History of his Development, Oxford, 1 934, pp. 1 32-1 33 ; Karl H. DANNENFELDT, "The Pseudo
Zoroastrian Oracles in the Renaissance", in: Studies in the Renaissance, 4 ( 1 957), p. 7.
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Plethon never calls these oracles Chaldaean, although he had been introduced to
them through Psellos' edition and commentary which name them so; he simply
attributes them to Zoroaster or his disciples, the magi. Thus, in his view, Plethon
does not address the Chaldaean oracles, but the oracles (Logia) of the magi,
Zoroaster's disciples. Although he was not the first to speak of Zoroaster's Oracles it had been Nicholas of Damascus, in 1 st century A.D.52 - Pethon was the first to
strongly claim that these (Chaldaean) oracles were Zoroastrian.5 3 But the Oracles
commented upon by Plethon were ascribed to Julian the Theurgist, who lived in the
2nd century A.O.; consequently, what the tradition recorded by Nicholas of
Damascus knew as Zoroaster's oracles, had nothing to do with what Plethon
considered to be the oracles of the magi, Zoroaster's disciples. Anyway, these
oracles are neither Chaldaean nor Zoroastrian, but rather medio-Platonic. Thus,
Corbin-Tardieu' s theory on Elissaeus' belonging to the suhrawardîan philosophical
trend, called by John Walbridge "Platonic Orientalism",54 may provide the answer
to the issue of Elissaeus' philosophical orientation. In any case, Plethon could not
have really known the Zoroastrian thinking, either in Byzantium or at Murad I's
Adrianople court, since he represented the "pseudo-Zoroastrian" trend of his times,
as the commentator of "The Chaldaean Oracles of Zoroaster". 55
Whether Elissaeus was one ofthe translators of Averroes' works into Hebrew, as
Scholarios suggests, is a mere assumption. An analysis of Georgios Gemistos
Plethon's works reveal that he only mentions Averroes four times, which cannot
testify to bis thorough knowledge of the Arabian philosopher's thinking, despite
the fact that, in the introduction to bis work De Differentiis, he even seems willing,
like an expert, to engage in polemics over bis teachings on the soul.5 6 Plethon knows
the Jewish scholars' tradition of translating Averroes, as demonstrate his statements
in the letter to bis opponent Scholarios, who had reproached him precisely bis
criticizing of the Arabian philosopher. lt is the Jews who "introduced us to
52

Bio-bibliographical references on Nicholas of Damascus, see Adolf LUMPE, "Nikolaos von
Damaskus (Nicolaus Damascenus)", in: Biographisch-Bibliographisches Kirchenlexikon, voi. VI,
Herzberş, 1 993, col. 845-847.
5
Felix JACOBY, Die Fragmente der griechischen Historiker, Berlin, 1 926, 2A, 372.32; 2C,
252; Joseph BIDEZ and Franz CUMONT, Les Mages Hellenises: Zoroastre Ostanes et Hystaspe d'apres
la tradition grecque, Paris, 1 938, voi. II, pp. 8 1-82; apud DANNENFELDT, "The Pseudo-Zoroastrian
Oracles", p. 9, n. 1 6 . The oracles comented upon by Plethon were written during the 2"d century A.D.
by a certain Julian the Theurgist. Three works are attributed to this Julian: fJrnvpytKa, TulwTtKa,
A6yia bi' frr.wv. See: Henri-Dominique SAFFREY, "Les Neoplatoniciens et Ies Oracles Chaldai"ques",
in: Revue des Etudes Augustiniennes, 26 ( 1 98 1 ), p. 225; Pierre HADOT, "Bilan et perspectives sur Ies
Oracles Chaldai"ques", in : H. LEWY, Chaldaean Oracles and Theurgy, Paris2 1 978, p. 705.
54
John W ALBRIDGE, The Wisdom of the Mystic East: Suhrawardf and Platonic Orientalism,
State University of New York Press: Albany, 200 1 .
55
Dylan BURNS, "The Chaldean Oracles o/Zoroaster, Hekate's Couch, and Platonic Orientalism in
Psellos and Plethon", in: Aries, 6/2 (2006), pp. 1 58- 1 79.
56
MPG, 1 60, 890A; also the edition of researcher Bemadette LAGARDE, "Le "De differentiis "
de Plethon d'apres l'autographe de la Marcienne", in: Byzantion, 43 ( 1 973, 1974), pp. 32 1 -343
(Greek-only text), here p. 3 2 1 , 1 0- 1 1 .
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Averroes' [conception] on the human soul", 57 Plethon reminds Scholarios in
response to the latter's polemica! work against the afore-mentioned treatise De
Differentiis. 58 Might Plethon have included his master Elissaeus among these
Jewish scholars? Mast likely. However, Plethon's references to Averroes suggest
that he did not leam much about the Arabian thinker from his J ewish teacher, and
that his information on this topic was more likely acquired in Italy, while he was
taking part in the unionist council of Ferrara-Florence ( 1 43 8- 1 439), 59 an occasion
to contact many of the times' Occidental intellectuals. A further argument in support of
this assertion is the fact that Plethon never demonstrates any knowledge of Hebrew
or Arabian language, and Latin language was not one of his work tools, which is
confirmed even by certain researchers favourable to the idea that Plethon had been
the disciple of the latinophronos theologian Demetrius Kydones. 60
A final controversial issue conceming Elissaeus is his death. Perhaps the mast
controversial, since the manner of his death, which was obviously an execution, was
not a practice in compliance with the moral-religious precepts of Islamic Oriental
world nor with those of the Christian-Byzantine Orient. To certain questions that
still remain open, one could only attempt to provide an assumptive answer. When
did Elissaeus die? Why, and who ordered his execution by stake buming?
Based on an account in the first volume of the History of the Ottoman Empire
in Europe by Johann Wilhelm Zinkeisen, 6 1 according to which sultan Bayezid I the
Thunderbolt (* 1 3 89 - 1 402/ ţ 1 403) ordered the buming at stake of corrupt
officials (eighty of them) as well as the buming of the house where they had been
arrested, Fritz Schultze believes that Elissaeus could have been among these
unfortunates,62 a hypothesis subsequently resumed by Mamalakis. 63 Scholarios asserts
that Elissaeus was bumed at stake precisely because his heretical ideas. As those
officials were punished for different reasons, it is unlikely that Elissaeus was among
them. On the other hand, the buming of the eighty persons was not a sentence
passed by a law court, but simply the consequence of the sultan 's moment of anger.
Although uncommon, even forbidden by the Islam, the buming at stake,
when exceptionally resorted to, does not seem to have been the unishment for
J
corruption, but for religious matters, such as dangerous heresy. Although the
57 MPG, 1 60, 982C (bis) , 9820, 983A; Bemadette LAGARDE, "Georges Gemiste Plethon: Contre Ies
objections de Scholarios en faveur d' Aristote", in Byzantion, 59 ( 1 989), 368-507, here p. 375.
58
It îs a quite lengthy polemica! writing of Scholarios, against Plethon's work De Differentiis,
which was published în voi. IV of Scholarios' works, and became known by the title: Contre Ies
difficultes de Ptethon au sujet d'A ristote, pp. 1 - 1 1 6.
59
More on this issue, see Fr. MASAI, Ptethon et le platonisme de Mistra, pp. 346-- 3 62.
60
John A. DEMETRACOPOULOS, "Georgios Gemistos-Plethon's Dependence on Thomas Aquinas'
Summa Contra Gentiles and Summa Theologiae", în: Archivfor mittelalterliche Philosophie und Kultur, 1 2
(2006), p· 278 and n . 7 .
6
J . W . ZINKEISEN, Geschichte des osmanischen Reiches in Europa, 7 voi., Hamburg-Gotha,
1 840- 1 863; here voi. I, pp. 3 8 1-382.
62
SCHULTZ E, Georgios Gemistos Plethon . . . , p. 29
63
J. P. MAMALAKIS, '0 I'ewpy10c; I'eµu;roc; [[).ft8wv, p. 47.
64 See the exceptions provided by Franz Taeschner conceming the buming at stake în the
Islamic world: "Georgios Gemistos Plethon. Ein Beitrag . . . ", p. 24 1 .
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Koran mentions the punishment by the fire of hell, the Islam prohibits killing by
fire or buming alive any persan, by a clear interdiction, based on an alleged
commandment of prophet Mohamed which can be found with Abu Dă'ud and
which states: "No one is allowed to punish by fire [a human being] unless the Lord
of fire, that is God" (Gihăd, băb 1 1 2). 65 Given this explicit interdiction, Christopher
Montague Woodhouse believes that "Elissaeus' death by fire was purely
accidental. But if it was a judicial execution, it seems more likely that he was the
victim of Byzantine then of Ottoman justice". 66
Admittedly, the buming at stake is more frequent in Occidental Christian world,
but there is no conclusive proof that it was common practice in the Byzantine world, as
well. lt is alsa true that starting with the 1 1 rh century, Occidental practices (such as
the toumaments) appeared in Byzantium, but this punishment was not usual. lt was
uncommon and recorded only in the cases of crimen /aesae majestatis or great
heresy, but alsa rej ected and condemned by the Church. This condemnation is
expressed by the Byzantine canonist Theodore Balsamon (*ca. 1 140 - ţ after 1 1 95)
who mentions the buming at stake of the Bogornil leader Basil, at the order of
Emperor Alexios I Komnenos ( 1 08 1- 1 1 1 8). 67 Thus, the opinion of C. M. Woodhouse
that Elissaeus was the victim of Byzantine, rather than Ottoman justice, has neither
an ecclesiastic, nor a politica} support. Besides, we cannot believe that Byzantine
justice could sentence to death a persan who was not a resident of the Byzantine
Empire, or whose deeds had not prejudiced the Byzantine imperial order.
The Jews could be included among the potential perpetrators. This
hypothesis, however, is even less plausible, as they did not rule over Adrianople
and thus could not order any execution. Some of the Jews could have sought
revenge against Elissaeus for his conceptions alien to Judaism, but this would have
been murder, and not an execution.
The mast plausible hypothesis, finally, if the respective sentence actually
existed,68 is that the Ottoman justice decided Elissaeus' execution. 69 Many scholars
interested in Elissaeus' death would accept an execution, but could we understand
the words "1wQi. TI]v 'rEArnTI]v EUQE'ro" only as an execution?
lt is surprising, however, that Plethon does not seem affected by his teacher's
death, as he explicitly agreed with such a punishment. In the chapter nEpt OLKWV
of his Treatise on Laws he proposes this penalty for all those guilty of rape, the
homosexuals, paedophiles or zoophiles, thus reminding of the punishment of
Sodom and Gomorrah (Gen. 1 9). 70
65

"

TAESCHNER, "Georgios Gernistos Plethon. Ein Beitrag . . . , p. 24 1 .
WOODHOUSE, 1 986, 28.
67
Anna Comnena, The Alexiad, B. Leib (ed.), Paris, 1 945, voi. III, pp. 2 1 8-2 1 9 and pp. 226-227.
68
Theodor Nikolaou believes that Ellisaeus' burning at stake îs a mere invention of Scholarios,
intended to denigrate Plethon; Theodor St. NIKOLAU, '"O ZwQoaaTQTJ<; EL<; TO q)l,\oaoq>LKOV
aUUTT]µa TOU r. fEµLaTOU fLl.tj8wvo<;", in: EEBL., 38 ( 1 97 1 ) pp. 297-341 , bere pp. 335-337.
69
Thus I agree with Schultze, Mamalakis and Taeschner. See notes 62, 63 and 65.
7°
Ch. ALEXANDRE, Plethon. Traite de lois, pp. XXXIII, LXXI, and p. 1 26.
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If Elissaeus actually existed, which is very likely since Plethon went to
Adrianople in order to find a master, then all our arguments render the figure of the
one who exerted overwhelming intluence on "the most original" of the Byzantine
philosophers, imitative and lacking originality 71 , the man who left his imprint on
his times. Elissaeus probably was a personality of the Ottoman court of Adrianople,
a master above masters, many of whom have remained unknown to Byzantine
scholars. Although a Jew, he was a Hellenes in spirit, as philosopher a Suhrawardî
an, but not a Muslim. Elissaeus' death showed that there are lirnits even in spite of
an amazing cultural openness, going far beyond mere tolerance. Whether these
limits were imposed to him by the Ottoman authorities ( execution), or simply by
some of his former coreligionaries (punishment), disturbed by his estrangement
from the synagogue, is still an open question, possibly answered in the future if
new documents are discovered.
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